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Background: the best of multiple worlds
• Survey data…

• is necessary to understand social dynamics;
• is not sufficient to understand social dynamics;
• due biased recall, spurious perceptions , social desirability, lack of context
and behaviour information, etc.

• Other data types can add crucial information (Skaaning 2020):
•
•
•
•

Geospatial data: physical context information
Digital trace data: actual online behaviour
Expert-coded data: consistent assessments of latent institutional traits
Official statistics: consistent information about society

• This is why many social scientists link survey data every day – but
challenges and inefficiencies remain.

Definition of data linking
• Linking – in a broad sense – is the "process [of] combining data from
multiple sources for joint analyses" (Beuthner et al. 2021).
• We focus on linking where the data linked to surveys stem from a
different data generating process (i.e., they are non-survey data).
• Linked data can cover any analytical unit with an interface for
linking to individuals or groups in surveys.
• Linking always relates to the attributes of the survey respondents.
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Four challenges of survey-based linking
1. Obtaining consent for linking survey data
2. Identifying respondents’ treatment status in experiments
3. Choosing the appropriate level of spatial aggregation
4. Aligning temporal units

1. Obtaining consent and cooperation for linkage
• Scholars use record linkage to add detailed attributes from
administrative records to survey data (Antoni and Schnell 2017)

• Recent example is linked data from GSOEP to public pension records (Lüthen et al.,
2021)

• Rise of digital behavioural data creates new opportunities for record
linkage (Stier et al. 2020)

• Profiles from Social Media platforms, data from mobile devices, user trackings etc.

• Any form of record linkage requires participants consent and (most
often) cooperation (Breuer et al. 2021, Sloan et al. 2019)
• revealing ID information, installing tools for data collection

1. Obtaining consent and cooperation for linkage
• Each step in linking
leads to a loss of
respondents
1.
2.
3.
4.

Platform penetration
Consent to linkage
Cooperation to linkage
Data ingest

• Each step is prone to
selectivity bias

Source: Silber et al. 2022.

1. Obtaining consent and cooperation for linkage
• Consent to linkage depends
on age, sex, intensity of
platform use
• Linkage needs…

• small but significant
incentives
• minimum burden for
respondents
• compliance with legal
and ethical standards
Source: Silber et al. 2022.

2. Identifying respondents’ treatment status
• Experiments provide high levels of confidence in causality.
• In the social sciences, survey experiments prevail; real-world
experiments are difficult to implement due to concerns over ethics and
data privacy.
• Especially in cooperation with (non-)government organisations,
treatments can be ethical, but data sharing about the treated remains
legally barred.
• Self-reporting is unreliable for socially desirable traits (Munzert & Selb
2020; Hansen, Larsen & Gundersen 2021).
• Solution: Pseudo-randomised treatment, i. e., assigning with a
deterministic (= fully replicable) rule that results in quasi-random
distribution of treatment, allows for anonymous identification.

2. Identifying respondents’ treatment status
• Example of pseudorandomised treatment
assignment by last
digit of phone number
(0-4 = treated).
• SMS sent to 67,000
inhabitants of
Gaborone, Botswana.
• Random survey of
2,048 inhabitants.
• Captured 470 potential
recipients; 232 treated.

Taxpayer database
(information only accessible to tax administration)
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…
Source: Ziaja, Geray, Sebudubudu,
von Schiller 2022.

3. Choosing the appropriate level of spatial aggregation
• Using spatial data to model
individuals‘ living conditions
• Indirect spatial references are
transformed into direct spatial
references
• Projection into a geographic
coordinate space for linking to spatial
attributes
− Space usage, infrastructure, population
composition

Source: Stroppe 2022.

3. Choosing the appropriate level of spatial aggregation
• Modifiable Area Unit Problem (MAUP)
− Depending on how researchers choose
their spatial units for analysis, the results
of the analysis change because spatial
units are arbitrary
− Scale Effect: variation of statistical
results when spatial units are aggregated
into larger units
− Zoning Effect: variation of statistical results
depending on different methods
for aggregating the spatial units
Source: Siegers et al. 2019.

3. Choosing the appropriate level of spatial aggregation
• Jünger (2019) uses different
ways of modelling the “halo”
of neighborhoods
• Share of migrant population
living around the residence of
survey respondents

Source: Jünger 2019.

3. Choosing the appropriate level of spatial aggregation
• Hillmert et al. (2017)
show that the
relationship between
migration and income
depends on where the
migrants live
• Effect only visible if
spatial dependencies
are modelled

Source: Hillmert et al. 2017.

4. Aligning temporal units

Source: Cheng and Adepeju 2014.

• There is no natural
temporal unit for survey
data – nor for other data
types.
• The appropriate unit
depends – surprise – on
the research question and
the underlying theory.
• Not only length of the
temporal interval matters,
but also where it starts and
the overall boundaries of
the time period under
investigation.

4. Aligning temporal units
• The temporal unit matters in theory.
• Temporal residual problem [panel (a)]:
• Small units may lead to low predictive
power of models, as time between
prediction and outcome is usually not
considered in evaluating models.

• Modifiable temporal unit problem
(MTUP) [panel (b)]:

• Adjusting the temporal unit can change
predictive power.

• But is model (a) better than model (b)?
Source: Çiflikli, Metternich, Weber & Rickard 2020: 2.

4. Aligning temporal units
• The temporal unit matters in practice!
• Example: defection from wartime
coalitions.
• Precision of estimates can increase
both ways (Bae et al. 2021):
• Larger temporal units -> more variation
between observations -> smaller SEs
• Smaller temporal units -> inflation of
observations -> smaller SEs

• Solution: Need to carefully theorise time
and know temporal properties of all
involved data sources.
Source: Çiflikli, Metternich, Weber & Rickard 2020: 10.

Future outlook for survey linking
• Linking potential for survey data has grown exponentially with the
digital revolution.
• Augmenting survey data provides opportunities, but potential
pitfalls have grown with opportunities.
• Carefully theorising space, time, and actors before engaging in data
linking is imperative.
• Knowing the data generating processes of all data sources in detail
helps make right linking decisions.
• Many data linking applications are scalable; community-built open
source solutions are the way towards generating synergies.

Upcoming Meet-the-experts programme
• 08.12.2022, Dr. Marlene Mauk: Linking surveys with electoral
integrity assessments to explain political trust
• 11.01.2023, Anne-Kathrin Stroppe: The Geocoded German
Longitudinal Election Study (GLES): Analyzing place-based effects on
the 2021 German Federal Election
• 09.02.2023, Dr. Boris Heizmann: Meet the Eurobarometer
• 09.03.2023, Dr. Sonja Schulz: Meet the ALLBUS cumulation (in
German)
• 13.04.2023, Dr. Stefan Jünger: bkggeocoder: a geocoding tool for
survey data
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